CODE OF CONDUCT ON DATA CENTRES
ENDORSER SIGNING FORM
The organisation/company
CEMEP UPS associates the main UPS manufacturersin the Europe through the national
associations.
CEMEP UPS is the representative of the manufacturers of UPS towards the European
Commission
The secretariat of the CEMEP is hold by the Gimelec
11-17 rue de l’Amiral Hamelin
75783 Paris Cedex 16
signs the Code of Conduct on Data Centres and commits itself to abide to the principles
described in the Code.
1. The company is signing the Code of Conduct as an Endorser to the Code in the role of:

X

Vendor or Manufacturer
Consultancy (design, engineering, maintenance and service companies)
Utility
Government agency
Non governmental organisation
Industry Association or Professional and Standards body.
Educational institution
Participant (data centre operator or owner) whose domain of control is less than the
full range of the Code and best practices

2. Please add a description of which services, products, solutions you offer to make data
centres more efficient (if space below not enough attach additional sheets):
Cemep UPS is the European association of static UPS manufacturers regrouping
through the National Committees more than 10 UPS manufacturers. The secretariat of
the Cemep is hold by the Gimélec, the French trade association for electrical equipment,
automation and related services. Over the last few years various working groups have
been set up in the Cemep UPS not only to design standards in the UPS markets but
more importantly to improve Energy Efficiency through common measures in designing
and serviving their equipments.
These working groups include members of key actors from the UPS industry.
CEMEP UPS intends to promote the european code of conduct for Data Centers. The
Cemep has also participated to the works of the JRC related to the UPS Code of
Conduct.
The Cemep UPS has pro-actively committed with its members to sign the UPS Code of
Conduct in force since 2008.
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CEMEP UPS will also work on improving the energy efficiency of products marketed by
its members through pro-active actions.
CEMEP UPS has also released a brochure on environment with a special focus on
Energy Efficiency and the measures taken by the UPS industry to improve it.
3- Please add a description of the actions which your organisation will carry out to promote
the Code of Conduct and its goals to your clients, suppliers or members (when annual
reporting is due, Endorser must provide evidence of the implementation of the actions):
Cemep UPS by the means of its regular meetings will actively promote the CoC on Data
Centers to its members and also to the different European government authorities.
Cemep UPS will actively push its members to promote the CoC with their customer
base. The Data Center CoC will systematically be addressedn the agenda of the on-going
meetings..
4. Please indicate which data centres, operators or sectors you will engage to persuade to
implement or participate in the Code of Conduct
CEMEP UPS will actively work with its European members to have their customers
engage in the CoC and promote its values.
Meanwhile CEMEP UPS will also work with the European governments to make them
realise the need to have its application reinforced in Europe.
5. Please describe how your offerings will support the commitments relevant to your
organisation’s category, as listed:
Cemep UPS does not have an offer as such but it will launch several lobbying actions
with the goal to increase Energy Efficiency and to have the European stakeholders in the
Data Centers market adopt and reinforce the use of the Code of Conduct.
This will mostly consist in developing actions:
 with its members during on-going committees meetings that are being held on a
regular basis. The topic of energy efficiency on Data Centers and the
implementation of the Code of Conduct will systematically be addressedand will
be on the agenda of these meetings with the goal to implement measures in the
future designs
 towards the European governments and public authorities in Europe within the
frame of the lobbying actions that Cemep and its members have with them
 With the press and newspapers organisations either directly or through their
members marketing groups
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For the organisation
Director or person authorised to sign:
Name:
Riccardo Rutilli
Managerial function: President
Address
Tel. / Fax.
Email
Signature

11-17 rue de l’Amiral Hamelin
75783 Paris Cedex 16
(33)145057130 / (33) 145057240
……………………………………………

Please send the signed form to:
Paolo Bertoldi
European Commission - DG JRC
TP 450, I-21020 Ispra (VA) , Italy
Tel. +39 0332 78 9299 (secretary 9145); Fax.
E-mail: paolo.bertoldi@ec.europa.eu

+39 0332 78 9992

N.B.
Your application will be evaluated within 30 working days of reception,
Endorser status starts only when the Commission positive reply letter will be sent to you.
Endorsers failing to implement their planned actions or not reporting will have the Endorser
status terminated.
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